Volume 2 | Issue 2 | June 2019 artstyle.international BAUHAUS SPECIAL To what extent is Bauhaus even possible nowadays? . Cover's image: László Moholy-Nagy, Photogram, 1926. The Metropolitan Museum of Art. Design by Art Style Communication & Editions Editor in Chief and Creative Director Christiane Wagner Executive Editor Charlotte Thibault Senior Editor Jan Schandal Associate Editor Marjorie Lambert Journalist Julia Nunes Garcia Senior Reporter Nick Thomas Reporter Pablo Gallego Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine editorial@artstyle.international +1 347 352 8564 New York +55 11 3230 6423 São Paulo The Magazine is a product of Art Style Communication & Editions. Founded in 1995, the Art Style Company operates worldwide in the fields of design, architecture, communication, arts, aesthetics, and culture. ISSN 2596-1810 (Online) ISSN 2596-1802 (Print) Theodor Herzi, 49 | 05014 020 Sao Paulo, SP | CNPJ 00.445.976/0001-78 Christiane Wagner is a registered journalist and editor: MTB 0073952/SP © 1995 Art Style Comunicação & Edições / Communication & Editions Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine is an online, quarterly magazine that aims to bundle cultural diversity. All values of cultures are shown in their varieties of art. Beyond the importance of the medium, form, and context in which art takes its characteristics, we also consider the significance of socio-cultural and market influence. Thus, there are different forms of visual expression and perception through the media and environment. The images relate to the cultural changes and their time-space significance-the spirit of the time. Hence, it is not only about the image itself and its description but rather its effects on culture, in which reciprocity is involved. For example, a variety of visual narratives-like movies, TV shows, videos, performances, media, digital arts, visual technologies and video game as part of the video's story, communications design, and also, drawing, painting, photography, dance, theater, literature, sculpture, architecture and design-are discussed in their visual significance as well as in synchronization with music in daily interactions. Moreover, this magazine handles images and sounds concerning the meaning in culture due to the influence of ideologies, trends, or functions for informational purposes as forms of communication beyond the significance of art and its issues related to the socio-cultural and political context. However, the significance of art and all kinds of aesthetic experiences represent a transformation for our nature as human beings. In general, questions concerning the meaning of art are frequently linked to the process of perception and imagination. This process can be understood as an aesthetic experience in art, media, and fields such as motion pictures, music, and many other creative works and events that contribute to one's knowledge, opinions, or skills. Accordingly, examining the digital technologies, motion picture, sound recording, broadcasting industries, and its social impact, Art Style Magazine focuses on the myriad meanings of art to become aware of their effects on culture as well as their communication dynamics. ______ ______ 4 The Art Style Magazine's Scientific Committee Dominique Berthet is a University Professor, he teaches aesthetics and art criticism at the University of the French Antilles (UA). Founder and head of CEREAP (Center for Studies and Research in Aesthetic and Plastic Arts). Founder and director of the magazine Recherches en Esthétique (Research in Aesthetics). Member of CRILLASH (Center for Interdisciplinary Research in Literature, Languages, Arts, and Humanities, EA 4095). Associate Researcher at ACTE Institute (Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne). Art critic, member of AICA-France (International Association of Art Critics). Exhibition curator. His research focuses on contemporary and comparative aesthetics, contemporary art, Caribbean art, and Surrealism. He has directed more than 50 volumes, published more than 110 articles and ten books among which: Hélénon, "Lieux de peinture" (Monograph), (preface Édouard Glissant). HC Éditions, 2006; André Breton, l'éloge de la rencontre. Antilles, Amérique, Océanie. HC Éditions, 2008; Ernest Breleur (Monograph). HC Éditions, 2008; Pour une critique d'art engage. L'Harmattan, 2013. Lars C. Grabbe, Dr. phil., is Professor for Theory of Perception, Communication and Media at the MSD – Münster School of Design at the University of Applied Sciences Münster (Germany). He is managing editor of the Yearbook of Moving Image Studies (YoMIS) and the book series "Bewegtbilder/Moving Images" of the publishing house Büchner-Verlag, founder member of the Image Science Colloquium at the Christian-Albrechts-University in Kiel (Germany) as well as the Research Group Moving Image Science Kiel|Münster (Germany). He is working as scientific advisor and extended board member for the German Society for Interdisciplinary Image Science (GiB). Furthermore, he is a member of the International Society for Intermedial Studies, the German Society for Semiotics (DGS) and the German Society for Media Studies (GfM). His research focus lies in phenosemiotics, media theory, and media philosophy, image science, perception studies and psychology of perception, communication theory, aesthetics, semiotics, film studies and history of media as well as theory of embodiment and cognition. Marc Jimenez is a professor emeritus of aesthetics at University Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne, where he taught aesthetics and sciences of art. With a PhD in literature and a PhD in philosophy, he translated from German into French T.W. Adorno's Aesthetics, August Wilhelm Schlegel's philosophical Doctrines of Art, and Peter Bürger's Prose of the Modern Age. Since 1986, when he succeeded Mikel Dufrenne, he directed the aesthetics collection Klincksieck Editions Collection d'Esthétique, Les Belles Lettres. He is a specialist in contemporary German philosophy, and his work contributed, in the early 1970s, to research on Critical Theory and the Frankfurt School. He is also a member of the International Association of Art Critics, participates in many conferences in France and abroad, and has been a regular contributor to art magazines. Recent publications: La querelle de l'art contemporain (Gallimard, 2005), Fragments pour un discours esthétique. Entretiens avec Dominique Berthet (Klincksieck, 2014), Art et technosciences. Bioart, neuroesthétique (Klincksieck, 2016), Rien qu'un fou, rien qu'un poète. Une lecture des derniers poèmes de Nietzsche (encre marine, 2016). ______ ______ 5 Omar Cerrillo Garnica is a Mexican professor and researcher, member of the National System of Researchers (SNI), Level 1. He is Ph.D. in Social and Political Sciences and a Master in Sociology at Universidad Iberoamericana, both times graduated with honors. He also made a post-doctoral research at the Autonomous University of the State of Morelos, where he searched about digital communication involved in social movements. Now, he is Director of Humanities at Instituto Tecnológico de Monterrey, Campus Cuernavaca. He is author and coordinator of the book Cardinales Musicales, Music for Loving Mexico, published by Tec de Monterrey and Plaza & Valdés. He is specialist in social and political analysis of art, music and culture; subjects throughout he participated in national and international academic events with further paper publications in Mexico, Chile, Argentina, Brazil and France. In recent years, he has specialized on digital media and its cultural and political uses. Pamela C. Scorzin is an art, design and media theorist, and Professor of Art History and Visual Culture Studies at Dortmund University of Applied Sciences and Arts, Department of Design (Germany). Born 1965 in Vicenza (Italy), she studied European Art History, Philosophy, English and American Literatures, and History in Stuttgart and Heidelberg (Germany), obtaining her M.A. in 1992 and her Ph.D. in 1994. She was an assistant professor in the Department of Architecture at Darmstadt University of Technology from 1995 to 2000. After completing her habilitation in the history and theory of modern art there in 2001, she was a visiting professor in Art History, Media and Visual Culture Studies in Siegen, Stuttgart, and Frankfurt am Main. Since 2005, she is a member of the German section of AICA. She has published (in German, English, French and Polish) on art-historical as well as cultural-historical topics from the seventeenth to the twenty-first century. She lives and works in Dortmund, Milan and Los Angeles. Waldenyr Caldas is a full professor in Sociology of Communication and Culture at the University São Paulo. He was a visiting professor at University La Sapienza di Roma and the Joseph Fourier University in Grenoble, France. Professor Caldas has been a professor since 1986 as well as the vice-director (1997-2001) and Director (2001-2005) of ECA School of Communications and Arts, University of São Paulo. In his academic career, he obtained all academic titles until the highest level as a full professor at the University of São Paulo. Currently, he is a representative of the University of São Paulo, together with the Franco-Brazilian Committee of the Agreement "Lévi-Strauss Chairs," and a member of the International Relations Committee of the University of São Paulo. He is also associate editor of the Culture Magazine of the University of São Paulo. Its scientific production records many books published and several essays published in magazines and national and international collections. Content Editor's Note Essays Historical Bauhaus Stage Productions Actualized for Our Time by Jörg U. Lensing 'The Better Form' Josef Albers's Idealistic Concept of Art Reveals its Socio-Cultural Function by Martina Sauer Politics and the Staatliches Bauhaus Function versus the Curve of the Time by Charlotte Thibault and Waldenyr Caldas Aesthetic and Social Values of Bauhaus by Marjorie Lambert, Christiane Wagner and Jan Schandal Interview with the author Bernhard E. Bürdek of the book Design: History, Theory, and Practice of Product Design Visual Arts and Empirical Aesthetics Designing the Technical Aspects of Art by Christiane Wagner Content, Form and Function in Aesthetic Representations of the Air by Victor Aquino Information Submission Peer-Review Process Author Guidelines Terms & Conditions 11 33 53 71 85 93 117 133 Editor's Note Dear readers, Although Bauhaus is relevant throughout history, this German school of art remains an open issue in art, architecture, design, and communication, addressing the following question: To what extent is Bauhaus even possible nowadays? Thus, this was our question for the Art Style Magazine's Bauhaus Special Edition. Therefore, in an attempt to showcase some of the most important issues so our readers can attain a broad notion of this German school's legacy, our Editorial Team has been working diligently and participated in several significant events, talks, round tables, and exhibitions. The opening festival and construction of the Bauhaus Museum in Weimar, for example, offered a great view of the importance of the Bauhaus. Above all, in the sense of arts and crafts in connection with industry, this school outlined a relationship of teaching design from product development, consumption to the changes of living together. Recently, the so-called "Fishfilet scandal" – an attempt to prevent a live event by a German rock band – was an important facet in the discussion that the Bauhaus still plays a significant role in the political scene. As artists and politicians said, the ban on concerts means a "terrifying history" for Bauhaus-Dessau. A month ago, we heard news from a round table, and artistic interventions under the title "How political is the Bauhaus?". These talks had taken place in the Haus der Kulturen der Welt (House of World Cultures) in Berlin on January 19, 2019. It was part of the opening festival of Bauhaus's centenary and supported by the Senate Department for Culture and Europe. Among many exciting themes are highlights such as Educational Theory, Education of Society, Housing Question, Urban Development, Emancipation, Internationalization, and the Political Role of Cultural Institutions. Another essential Bauhaus theme is the role of women. Therefore, as far as I can understand, at the beginning of the 20th century, Bauhaus school was one of the first art schools in Europe to accept women. An effort against the conservatives, it was a vanguard attitude! Just compare with the art academies in the same period! The effects are obviously of great importance in addressing the participation of women as professional in modern society and still in development. So, happily, today, women have greater involvement in many other areas in practice and theory in the art world due to the Bauhaus initiative. In this way, the essays published in Art Style Magazine's Bauhaus Special Edition are acutely aware of the real significance of the Bauhaus in this period between 1919 and 1933 and about its legacy worldwide. For a detailed discussion on what this model of art school offers for our generation and social discourse today, this special issue opens with an interesting essay by Jörg U. Lensing, founder and Artistic Director of the THEATER DER KLÄNGE, Düsseldorf, and Professor for Sound Design at the Dortmund University of Applied Sciences and Arts, Germany. Professor Lensing addresses concerns and highlights potentially positive aspects of Bauhaus and his work on the Mechanical Ballet by Kurt Schmidt, the Mechanical Eccentricity by László Moholy-Nagy, and both The Triadic Ballet and The Lacquer Ballet by Oskar Schlemmer. It is followed by Martina Sauer's essay, "The Better Form: Josef Albers's Idealistic Concept of Art Reveals its Socio-Cultural Function." Martina Sauer, as a scientific associate at Bauhaus-University Weimar and museum educator at Museum Frieder Burda, Baden-Baden, Germany, highlights that arts are both techniques and functions for the bad or the good, analyzing Josef Albers's artistic research. Beyond the sociopolitical aspects during Bauhaus's existence, the essay "Politics and the Staatliches Bauhaus: Function versus the Curve of the Time" by Charlotte Thibault and Waldenyr Caldas deal with the international repercussion of Bauhaus representations, analyzing the architecture of Walter Gropius and Oscar Niemeyer. Then, still discussing the aesthetic-social aspects, the Editorial Team intends to investigate the Bauhaus, society, and industry. Also, seeking an accurate answer to our main question, Bürdek's interview is enlightening. Bernhard E. Bürdek is Professor at the Academy of Art and Design in Offenbach, Germany, and has studied at the Ulm Design School, and author of Design: The History, Theory, and Practice of Product Design. Finally, I attempt to outline the differences and similarities between art and design and show the technical aspects of both, as well as the Bauhaus's legacy of unifying fine and applied arts into the visual arts, well known today. For instance, I highly recommend the exhibition "bauhaus | documenta. Vision and Brand." The event is due to take place to commemorate the centenary of Bauhaus as an "opportunity to view both cultural brands parallel and become a mirror of the role and function that art and culture play in society" (documenta 2019). At last, Victor Aquino focuses on representations of the air and aesthetic analysis of the content, form, and function. To summarize, most importantly, I think, what this "German" art school possesses in its way is a multicultural influence as an inheritance to build a better world. As stated by professor Lensing, "One can work on a concept for new humankind in a better, more peaceful society," and the ideals of the "golden twenties" should be alive. All this brings together the full values of living under the ideal of democracy in the present. Also, it is essential to think about what we still experience in the field of art: "to create the possibility [...] for the new" (Gropius 1919). Enjoy your reading! Christiane Wagner Editor in Chief Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine ______ ______ 33 'The Better Form' Josef Albers's Idealistic Concept of Art Reveals its Socio-Cultural Function Martina Sauer Abstract With the aim of teaching and practicing art for the good or moreover the better, Josef Albers proves to be an idealist. At the same time, he confirms with this conviction that art can also arouse the opposite. This conviction is already evident in the grammatical form of the term, which proves that art is functional or a technique for socio-cultural applications, whether good or bad. In the presentation of the political and philosophical background of this idea as well as in the analysis of Josef Albers s  artistic research  on the artistic means as cultural techniques, this assumption is to be proved by the essay. Political backgrounds to the  better form  as opposed to  the worse form  It was Max Bill who, in the 1950s, invented the well-known term 'The Good Form' at the Bauhaus successor institution, the Ulm School of Design in Germany. From 1969 to 1992, the official design award of the Federal Republic of Germany was listed under this name. With this idea, Bill joined originally Josef Albers, whom he had already invited before the completion of the new building for first preparatory design courses in 1953/54 and again in 1955. For Bill, however, not only the idealistic ideals of Albers were important, but his affiliation with the Bauhaus, where from 1923 until its closing in 1933 he was the teacher of the preparatory course, the so-called Vorkurs. Also, Albers introduced the Bauhaus concept later from 1933 to 1949 as Artistic Director of the famous Reform College at Black Mountain, and finally from 1950 (until 1961) with the appointment as the founding director of the Department of Design also at Yale University in the USA. All this made Albers the ideal candidate for reform design education in Germany. Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine ______ ______ 34 Figure 1: Inge Aicher-Scholl, Josef Albers and Otl Aicher on the terrace of the Ulm School of Design in summer of 1955. © René Spitz/Foto Hans G. Conrad. The importance for Albers himself to focus on the 'better form' lied in his belief as well as in that of Bill s and the other two founders of the Design School IngeAicher-Scholl and Otl Aicher to pass on this idea to design students, so that they later take on a valuable and responsible job in society (fig. 1). Already shortly after his emigration to the USA in 1933 Albers expressed this conviction. It formed the conceptual basis about teaching at Black Mountain Reform College, to which he and his wife Anni Albers were called. That is why he wrote in the second edition of the university's own journal, the Bulletin of 1934: "to understand the meaning of form is the indispensable preliminary condition for culture. Culture is the ability to select or to distinguish the better, that is [...] the more meaningful form, the better appearance, the better behavior. Therefore, culture is a concern with quality."1 Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine ______ ______ 35 It is obvious that this basic consideration for  the better form' was coming up after the tyranny of the National Socialists in Germany. It came into focus because the regime did not only drive away from the Bauhaus from Weimar (1919-1925) and Dessau (1925-1932) but stormed it at its last station in Berlin in 1933 with Police and SA-troops, and thus closed it forever; just as Josef and Anni Albers personally experienced it. Against this background, the concept of founding a sort of New Bauhaus at Ulm was driven by the idea to contribute to a new democratic education that had been massively repressed by the National Socialist regime. However, another personal reason related to the previous one was important especially for Inge Aicher-Scholl, but not only for her. It concerned the fate of their siblings Hans and Sophie Scholl. As members of the resistance movement Weisse Rose (White Rose), the two students were executed in 1943 for the dropping of leaflets at the University in Munich. Exemplarily, this gruesome event expresses a fate that continues to move Germany and is discussed in class at schools until today. Insofar, it was not only the suppression of the Bauhaus but as well the persecution of dissenters be it students or artists in the sense of a modern iconoclasm2 as 'entartet' or degenerate, which elicited the will of doing something constructive to change the situation after World War II in Germany. This change of situation seemed all the more necessary because these actions of the National Socialist regime make clear that she was well aware of the influence not only of responsible thinking and acting personalities but also of the arts on life. Her own style of propaganda speaks of it. This far-reaching assumption can be underlined by Adolf Hitler s own artistic experience, who was intensively concerned with painting from 1903 to 1914 and always convinced of his faculties as an artist.3 His sense for (ab)using artistic strategies for propaganda purposes speaks in favor of their influence on life. Seeing this, the historian Saul Friedländer said, that we have to accept aesthetic categories as "certain basic elements of the aesthetic-emotional temptation of the Hitler regime."4 Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine ______ ______ 36 Philosophical backgrounds to  the better form  opposed to the  worse form  Against this political background, it becomes apparent, that with the emphasis on  the better form  Albers set itself apart from 'the worse form' of National Socialism. Thus, behind the idea of design as  the better form  were accordingly idealistic goals, which stand in one line with a philosophy that is important for European Humanities that started in Antiquity by Plato and is followed by the philosopher of the Enlightenment Immanuel Kant. This tradition is convinced of the true, the good and the beautiful as necessary guiding ideas of society. 5 Thus, Kant warned against abusing the arts as "machines of persuasion" ("Maschinen der Überredung").6 With this concern, he stands in one line with Plato, who, like Kant, advocated that the arts should not be tied to the needs and purposes of man, but to the truth and the good, which ultimately can only be attributed to the divine. As a "true rhetorical speech" and as a "symbol of the moral good" ("Symbol des SittlichGuten") the arts were eventually rehabilitated by both, Plato, as Ernesto Grassi showed it, and Kant.7 Ultimately in line with this concept, Albers finally said in 1958: "Concluding: I dare to forecast. It will be seen again that beauty is more than outside surface make-up – that beauty is virtue."8 It is noteworthy that the approaches of these philosophers already show that there is a long tradition that knows very well that the arts are functional and therefore techniques. This knowledge is astonishing because in Europe today there is a firm conviction that the arts are good at the core and thus deeply connected to the beautiful. According to this approach, which is based on aesthetic feelings, they cannot influence life, as the philosopher, Sabine Döring has shown.9 Contrary to this, both the mentioned philosophical tradition and Albers deny this. Instead, they assume that the arts affect society. The starting point for this is that they evaluated the excitement of aesthetic feelings differently. Plato spoke of the possibility of art to arouse a "musically enthusiastic" ("musischen enthousiasmos") for something. That is why he rejected her. So, he assumed that the arts unconsciously could elicit feelings for something. But this possibility should not be used by humans but reserved for the divine.10 Kant as well said, it is the ability of art to raise an agreeable "aesthetic feeling" instead of a "reflective aesthetic Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine ______ ______ 37 judgment" ("ästhetisch reflektiertes Urteil"), which is critical. That is the reason why it can be abused for evil instead of good.11 When Albers spoke of  the better form . he saw the same possibilities. That is because talking about  the better form  only makes sense if there is a  worse form . Against this background, however, Albers did not focus on the aesthetic feelings but their artistic premises. That is the artistic order of form and color. In his opinion, it is ultimately the composition which is responsible for arousing aesthetic feelings, be it for the good or the bad. The design of forms according to the theme is a technique and can thus be used for both higher ideas and fascist ideology. That ultimately means that form is functional. Albers, therefore, focused on the analysis of artistic means and their way of influencing people. That explains very well, why it was so important for him to search for  the better form . For the effects of the artistic means challenge the viewer in a particular way, as Stephan Schmidt-Wullfen emphasized after Saul Friedländer: "[...] because there is a conflict between rational knowledge and visual experience that can only be solved in two ways. Either through the sense of responsibility of each individual who has to answer for his seduction. Or by the cancellation of the moral offer that these images make him, in which the painter and his art are condemned."12 Of course, Albers also acknowledged these conclusions. However, he saw his task not in the enlightenment of the beholder, but in teaching the designer. In the light of what Friedländer already saw, he was more concerned with providing design students with the basics of a 'better form' so that they can take on valuable and responsible work in society. That was due to his belief that design methods are techniques. They are suitable for socio-cultural applications. Ultimately, it depends on what the designers use it for, good or bad. The purposes for which the artistic techniques are intended ultimately depend on society, or more precisely on the individual designer, who should know that. Thus, Albers says in 1935: "To say it essentially: Everything has form, and every form has meaning. The ability to select this quality is culture."13 Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine ______ ______ 38 Artistic Research: Experimenting with material, form and color as functional prerequisites of images to the realization of 'the better form' It is consistent, that Albers's idea of 'the better form' determined not only his thinking and teaching but his artistic work too. Thus, the over 2000 variations of the Homages to the Square since 1950 can be understood as offers, to connect us with their perfect, harmoniously coordinated color spaces and to dissolve ourselves in them. In doing so every time our feelings are addressed in different but always harmonic ways. That is because colors and forms affect us. Due to Albers's ideal, it is evident, and they should affect us for the better (fig. 2-3). Figure 2: Josef Albers, Homage to the Square, White Nimbus, 1964. Oil on masonite, 122 x 122 cm. Josef Albers Museum Quadrat Bottrop © Anni & Josef Albers Foundation Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine ______ ______ 39 Figure 3: Josef Albers, Homage to the Square, Reticence, 1965. Oil on masonite, 80,7 x 80,7 cm. Josef Albers Museum Quadrat Bottrop © Anni & Josef Albers Foundation. Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine ______ ______ 40 Looking back, Albers began experimenting with these effects of colors and forms with his own work from 1932, at his last year at Bauhaus in Berlin. It had been many so-called Treble Clef with which he experimented at first. When we look at them, each one has the same shape, but remarkably the form of the treble clef changes respectively with the chosen colors. These changes in color effect that sometimes the form seems to belong to the ground whereas in others it becomes a different and thus new figure (fig. 4-5). Figure 4: Josef Albers, Treble Clef "G7", 1935. Gouache on paper, 36,5 x 20,5 cm. Josef Albers Museum Quadrat Bottrop © Anni & Josef Albers Foundation Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine ______ ______ 41 Figure 5: Josef Albers, Treble Clef "G4", 1935. Gouache on paper, 36,5 x 20,5 cm. Josef Albers Museum Quadrat Bottrop © Josef & Anni Albers Foundation. Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine ______ ______ 42 Therefore, an old assumption by Albers's colleague at Bauhaus Wassily Kandinsky, with whom Albers associated a lifelong friendship, seems to be correct: Through the composition of color and form, "the inner qualities" ("die inneren Eigenschaften") of the artistic means come to sound in the beholder as a lively interplay, that the artist can trigger: "The color is the key. The eye is the hammer. The soul is the piano with many strings. The artist is the hand that purposefully vibrates the human soul with this or that key. So, it is clear that the color harmony must rest only on the appropriate touch of the human soul. This basis should be called the principle of inner necessity."14 This understanding of art by Kandinsky and moreover of the Bauhaus was described by the former already in 1911 in About the Spiritual in Art. His second book about linear principles Point and Line to Plane appeared in 1926 at the Bauhaus in Dessau. This concept about the constructing and the effects of artistic means of color and form became fundamental for Albers. Far-reaching for his own approach and art theoretical research he brought this concept together with its material prerequisites. Both – the material presuppositions of material, color and form and their arousing effects that base on artistic constructing methods – were, therefore, the subject of his courses.15 In the Bauhaus period from 1923 until 1932, the courses were still limited to the investigation of the material conditions. Later, in the Black Mountain College from 1933 to 1949 and at Yale University from 1950 to 1961 he integrated the study of the color conditions. Also, this expanded concept became an integral part of his writings. In 1934, he already presented the university community his own concept of art and instruction in his first essay Concerning Art Instruction in the Bulletin of the Black Mountain College. So, that was long before his well-known book about Interaction of Color appeared in 1963, which was translated in numerous languages. In this early essay, the essential points of his concept were already becoming evident. He already distinguished in this essay between 'material' and 'matière', which he later summarized in an easier understandable pair of terms in  factual fact  and  actual fact  of artistic means. So, he wrote: Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine ______ ______ 43 "Matière studies are concerned with the appearance, the surface (epidermis) of material. Here we distinguish structure, facture, texture. We classify the appearances according to optical and tactile perception. We represent them by drawing and other means. In a combination of exercises, we examine the relationship of different surface qualities. Just as the color reacts to and influences color in contrast or affinity so one  matière  influences another. Material studies are concerned with the capacity of materials. We examine firmness, looseness, elasticity; extensibility, and compressibility; folding and bending in short technical properties. These studies in connection with the mathematical inherence of form result in construction exercises. With these we try to develop an understanding and feeling for space, volume, dimension; for balance, static and dynamic; for positive and active, for negative and passive forms. We stress the economy of form, that is the ratio of effort to effect."16 Only in 1946/47, in his second Sabbath year, when he traveled with his wife Anni through the southwestern territories of the USA and Mexico did he find time and leisure to discuss with his own work these questions concerning the relationship of the  factual fact  and the  actual fact.  The simple mud huts of the Mexicans, the socalled adobes rekindled his interest in solving this problem. His observation that the always same rectangle geometry of the buildings seems to change when painted in different colors caught his eyes at first. There, the same effects he early recognized in Berlin become obvious. The factual situation is another than the appearance of it. Driven by the idea to compare the results, he started to structure his working processes very clearly. In contrast to his first attempts with the Treble Clef, this time he started more systematically than before with the so-called Variants or Adobes (fig. 6-7). There is only one suitable expression for the systematic way working he has introduced, which is currently being discussed in art and design colleges: Albers practiced artistic research. Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine ______ ______ 44 Figure 6: Josef Albers, Variant/Adobe, Southern Climate, 1948-53. Oil on masonite, 31,1 x 57,2 cm. Josef Albers Museum Quadrat Bottrop © Anni & Josef Albers Foundation Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine ______ ______ 45 Figure 7: Josef Albers, Blue Front, 1948. Photo by Rob Corder. February 21, 2019. Licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0. Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine ______ ______ 46 Given this interest, he began to plan his painting boards in advance on graph papers. He calculated the dimensions of the buildings as rectangle shapes with two windows or entrances. Then he transferred the plan proportionately on masonite boards. He then pressed the colors directly from the tube onto the board but chose different ones for each variant. Therefore, each of the so-called Variants or Adobe series is based on the same area ratio, but with different colors. The results made it clear for him: each variant affects us differently. The 'factual fact' of systematic construction does not match the 'actual fact' of the color effect. Each image has the same surface system but is still different. That is due to the color rules which do not have to be confused with the color system of Newton. They do not depend on physical, but anthropological conditions and thus on the psychological effects of seeing. Albers systematically discussed its effects with his work.17 As an example, the system of complementary or simultaneous color contrasts shall be introduced. Depending on the intensity and the brightness of the red color, it creates its complement of green in the eye of the beholder and vice versa. The same effect can be observed in both blue and orange as well as in yellow and purple. Depending on this rule, for example, a neon red creates a bright neon green. Based on the material prerequisites of the chosen form and color, their effects affect the viewer. Furthermore, it influences the picture s theme; the process of perception gives it a special meaning. A few years later, starting in 1950, when he went from Black Mountain College to Yale University, he had some time to work independently. He used it to start a new series; this is the well-known group of Homages to the Square, which until his death in 1976 was most important for him. It can be seen as the culmination of this experimental approach to culturally relevant aspects of his work. So, he became a famous artist at the age of 62. This series has been exhibited over six years in both North and South America as well as Europe including Germany. In New York s MoMA in 1971, he was the first living artist to have a solo exhibition. At this time, he was present in print and television media and was invited as a visiting professor to numerous universities. In total, he received 14 honorary doctorates. Behind this background, Ulrike Growe of the Josef Albers Museum in his birthplace in Bottrop in West Germany once concluded in an interview, that nobody at that time could avoid Albers when he was interested in color.18 As can be seen in one of these Homages to the Square, called Festive of 1951, a blue inner square is surrounded by a lighter blue and finally an orange square (fig. 8). Compared to the blue square, the brighter blue frame calms the expression of the first through the complementary contrast of the orange. Their powers seem to be balanced in that they all radiate bright and clear. Also, this is mediated by the relatively small format of 52 to 52 centimeter. However, in a larger format, the complementary color effects would almost overwhelm us because of their extensive presence. Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine ______ ______ 47 Figure 8: Josef Albers. Homage to the Square, Festive, 1951. Oil on masonite, 52 x 52 cm, framed 77,4 x 72,4 cm. Yale University Art Gallery © Josef & Anni Albers Foundation. Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine ______ ______ 48 So, it is the proportional, mathematical balance between forms and colors in line with the plate format which balances our impressions and feelings. This balance is also mirrored by the fixed proportions so that the distance of the inner square to the outer edge is three times and laterally twice compared to the lower edge. When you try to describe the effects of the harmonic forms on us, "festive" seems to be a very well-chosen title. The effect of this work is impressive. It changes our sense of our being-in-the-world. Therefore, it can have a lasting impact on us. Eva Díaz summarized this as follows: "This type of experimentation –Albers's ethics of perception– served as an important impetus to perceptual and possibly cognitive change; indeed, he believed it "can lead to illusions, to new relationships, to different measurements, to other systems." His is perhaps the most concise description of the importance of explorations of form in transforming understandings of the word."19 Final Words In summary, it is remarkable that Josef Albers was the one – perhaps the first – who in 1932, at the age of 44, tried to use artistic research to prove that the arts are techniques and thus functional. The starting point of this idea, which is the subject of this essay, is his understanding of  the better form'. It should become obvious that it depends on socio-political decisions whether the artistic means are used for the evil or the good, be it for fascist purposes or a 'better culture'. Against the background of teaching at the Bauhaus and his own experiences with fascism it is evident for Albers to focus only on 'the better form'. In this context, however, it is astonishing that the concept of 'the better form' encounters resistance from European art theory in contrast to the American one. The French art-historian Isabelle Decobecq saw the reasons for this in Europe in her "[...] die-hard fantasy of universalism, that of the antique paideia, which still pervades a large part of our teaching institutions [...]."20 That means if Albers s assumption is correct and the artistic means work in a way so that designers can use them for the bad or the good, then Europeans must abandon the desirable but unrealistic universal ideal of art. Therefore, they have to leave the idealistic concept of art, which is according to them not functional, but fundamentally only beautiful and thus good. Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine ______ ______ 49 Author Biography Martina is a scientific advisor at the Society of Interdisciplinary Image Science and the German Society of Semiotics. She was a scientific associate in philosophy of art, aesthetics, and design in Basel, Zürich, Bremen, and Witten, as well as a scientific associate at Bauhaus-University Weimar. Cf. for publications: researchgate.net, academia.edu, and philpeople.org. Dr. Martina Sauer, e-mail: ms150@web.de Museum educator, Museum Frieder Burda, Baden-Baden. Notes 1. Cf. Albers, concerning Art Instruction, 1, see as well: Albers, Art as Experience. 2. On the influence of the arts or "iconic form processes" triggering a picture storm by late medieval sculptures on the eve of the Reformation: cf. Bredekamp, Die Prägnanz der Form, 131-132. See as well concerning this idea: Belting, Bild-Anthropologie, 12-13. 3. Cf. Schwarz, Geniewahn. 4. Cf. Friedländer, Kitsch und Tod, 7-17, 14; moreover cf. Sauer, Faszination – Schrecken, 107-119. 5. Cf. Sauer, Faszination – Schrecken, 46-81, in detail to Plato and Kant, 202-211, 226-233 and 237-240. 6. Cf. Kant, Kritik der Urteilskraft, § 53, 268, see as well 266-273 and § 59, 308-310. 7. Concerning Plato: cf. Grassi, Macht des Bildes, 147-168, 166. 8. Cf. Albers, Dimensions of Design. 9. Cf. for that: Döring, Ästhetischer Wert und emotionale Erfahrung, 53-73. 10. Grassi, Macht des Bildes, 147 11. Kant, Kritik der Urteilskraft, 310-313. 12. Cf. Schmidt-Wulffen, 42-50, see 46-47 (translation M.S.), cf. as well: Friedländer, Kitsch und Tod, 7-17. 13. Albers, Art as Experience. 14. Kandinsky, Über das Geistige in der Kunst, 64 (italics in the original, translation M.S). 15. Cf. Horowitz, Albers as a Teacher, 72-252. 16. Albers, concerning Art Construction. Cf. for  factual fact  and  actual fact  Albers s analysis in Interaction of Color, 112-120, see 117-118. 17. Cf., in addition, his theoretical analysis, which is also based on the discussion with students in Albers, Interaction of Color. 18. Cf. Sauer, Josef Albers, 9. 19. Cf. Díaz, The Ethics of Perception, 260-285, see 282. 20. Cf. Decobecq, I don t know, 251, and see as well concerning Albers, Sauer, Josef Albers, 9-13 and 115-117. Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine ______ ______ 50 References Albers, Josef. "Concerning Art Instruction". In Black Mountain College Bulletin 2, 1934. https://albersfoundation.org/teaching/josef-albers/texts/ tab1 Albers, Josef. Art as Experience. New York: The Progressive Education Association, 1935. https://albersfoundation.org/teaching/josef-albers/texts/#tab2 Albers, Josef. "Dimensions of Design". In Proceedings of the Second Annual Conference of American Craftsman, Lake Geneva, WI, (June 1958): 23–25 https://albersfoundation.org/teaching/josef-albers/lectures/#tab6 Albers, Josef. Interaction of Color. Grundlegung einer Didaktik des Sehens. Köln: DuMont, 1970. Belting, Hans. Bild-Anthropologie. Entwürfe für eine Bildwissenschaft. München: Fink, 2001. Bredekamp, Horst. Die Prägnanz der Form. Hans Leinbergers Berliner Muttergottes als Philosophem. In Ikonische Formprozesse. Zur Philosophie des Unbestimmten in Bildern, edited by Marion Lauschke, Johanna Scheffler, and Franz Engel. Berlin/Bosten: De Gruyter, 2018, 123-139. Decobecq, Isabelle. I don t know why you say goodbye, I say hello. In Farewell to Visual Studies, edited by James Elkins, Gustav Frank, and Sunil Manghani. Pennsylvania: State University Press, 2015, 249-251. Díaz, Eva. "The Ethics of Perception: Josef Albers in the USA". In The Art Bulletin, Vol. 90, No 2, 2008, 260-285: https://www.jstor.org/stable/20619605?seq=1 Döring, Sabine A. Ästhetischer Wert und emotionale Erfahrung. In Kunst und Philosophie, Ästhetische Werte und Design, edited by Julia Nida Rümelin and Jakob Steinbrenner. Ostfildern: HatjeCantz, 2010, 53-73. Friedländer, Saul. Kitsch und Tod. Widerschein des Nazismus. Frankfurt a.M: S. Fischer, 1984/2007. Grassi, Ernesto. Macht des Bildes: Ohnmacht der rationalen Sprache. Zur Rettung des Rhetorischen. Köln: DuMont, 1970/1968. Horowitz, Frederick A. Albers as a teacher. In Josef Albers: To open eyes, edited by Frederick A. Horowitz and Brenda Danilowitz: New York: Phaidon, 2006, 71-252. Kandinsky, Wassily. Über das Geistige in der Kunst. Mit einer Einführung von Max Bild. Bern: Benteli, 1952 Schmidt-Wulffen, Stephan. Spielregeln. Tendenzen der Gegenwartskunst. Köln: DuMont. Kant, Immanuel. (1790/1991) Kritik der Urteilskraft. Stuttgart: Reclam, 1987. Sauer, Martina. Faszination – Schrecken. Zur Handlungsrelevanz ästhetischer Erfahrung anhand Anselm Kiefers  Deutschlandbilder . Heidelberg: Arthistoricum.net 2018, 2012. https://books.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/arthistoricum/catalog/book/344. Sauer, Martina. Josef Albers: „So ist Kunst ... Erlebnis". Wiesbaden: Weimarer Verlagsgesellschaft: 2018. Schwarz, Birgit. Geniewahn: Hitler und die Kunst. Wien: Böhlau, 2009. Vignold, Michael. Konstante Variation. In Kunst Ort Ruhrgebiet. Josef Albers Museum, edited by Michael Bockemühl, Jörg van den Berg, Karen van den Berg, Ostfildern: Edition Tertium, 1995, 11-32. License and Publishing Agreement Authors are required to sign a License and Publishing Agreement, when an essay is accepted for publication, retaining copyright while allowing the Art Style Magazine to publish under the terms of that agreement. Authors of Art Style Magazine are invited to accept and agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of Creative Commons. Terms & Conditions Publishing in Art Style Magazine is free of charge for anyone, there are no article processing charges or other publication fees. Art Style Magazine is independent and supports the Open Access Movement. Art Style Magazine is following what is recommended in international guidelines of the Berlin Declaration on Open Access to Knowledge in the Sciences and Humanities. This magazine is available under the Creative Commons license (CC BY; 4.0). All authors (have) permitted the publication under this license. There is no copyright transfer towards Art Style Magazine, the authors hold the copyright and publishing rights without restrictions. The editors of Art Style Magazine cannot be held responsible for errors or any consequences arising from the use of information contained in essays published on the Art Style Maganize's website. Authors agree to the terms and conditions and assure that their submissions are free of third parties' rights. The views and opinions expressed in the essays are those of the author and do not reflect the views of Art Style Magazine. The authors of Art Style Magazine's essays are responsible for its content. Images from other sources should be fully acknowledged in the caption. The Art Style Magazine website provides links to third-party websites. However, the magazine is not responsible for the contents of those linked sites, nor for any link contained in the linked site content of external Internet sites. Art Style Maganize's website: artstyle.international Art Style | Art & Culture International Magazine editorial@artstyle.international +1 347 352 8564 New York +55 11 3230 6423 São Paulo The Magazine is a product of Art Style Communication & Editions. Founded in 1995, the Art Style Company operates worldwide in the fields of design, architecture, communication, arts, aesthetics, and culture. ISSN 2596-1810 (Online) ISSN 2596-1802 (Print) Theodor Herzi, 49 | 05014 020 Sao Paulo, SP | CNPJ 00.445.976/0001-78 Christiane Wagner is a registered journalist and editor: MTB 0073952/SP © 1995 Art Style Comunicação & Edições / Communication & Editions Lá sz ló M oh ol yN ag y, S el fPo rt ra it w ith H an d 19 25 -1 92 9 © M oh ol yN ag y Fo un da tio n ar ts ty le .in te rn at io na l